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Abstract: The continuous advancements of blockchain applications impose constant improvements
on their technical features. Particularly immutability, a highly secure blockchain attribute forbid-
ding unauthorized or illicit data editing or deletion, which functions as crucial blockchain security.
Nonetheless, the security function is currently being challenged due to improper data stored, such
as child pornography, copyright violation, and lately the enaction of the “Right to be Forgotten
(RtbF)” principle disseminated by the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), where it requires
blockchain data to be redacted to suit current applications’ urgent demands, and even compliance
with the regulation is a challenge and an unfeasible practice for various blockchain technology
providers owing to the immutability characteristic. To overcome this challenge, mutable blockchain
is highly demanded to solve previously mentioned issues, where controlled and supervised amend-
ments to certain content within constrained privileges granted are suggested by several researchers
through numerous blockchain redaction mechanisms using chameleon and non-chameleon hashing
function approaches, and methods were proposed to achieve reasonable policies while ensuring
high blockchain security levels. Accordingly, the current study seeks to thoroughly define redaction
implementation challenges and security properties criteria. The analysis performed has mapped these
criteria with chameleon-based research methodologies, technical approaches, and the latest crypto-
graphic techniques implemented to resolve the challenge posed by the policy in which comparisons
paved current open issues, leading to shaping future research directions in the scoped field.

Keywords: blockchain; security; distributed ledger; immutability; redaction mechanism; chameleon hash

1. Introduction

Blockchain technology has recently acquired significant attention from academicians
and the industry as evidenced by multiple applications, including copyright dispute res-
olution [1], product traceability [2], electronic voting [3], storage services [4], healthcare
services [5], product tracking throughout the entire supply chain [6], and data manage-
ment [7] in the internet-of-things (IoT) [8]. Prior researchers [9] predicted global expen-
ditures on blockchain solutions to expand from 1.5 billion dollars in 2018 to 15.9 billion
dollars annually by 2023. Blockchain technology provides pertinent data solutions through
decentralization, collection, storage, and processing by recording transactions into respec-
tive blocks, which are appended to one another through cryptology to provide high security
and validity levels. Specifically, each block is equipped with a reference number, known as
a hash, to be attached to the subsequent block [10,11] to maintain technical immutability,
which requires all attached blocks to be edited if a specific block is to be amended [12].
Blockchain functions as a distributed database, which is regulated by a peer-to-peer network
wherein all stakeholders (nodes) comply with a stipulated software protocol (consensus) to
communicate and validate existing records or blocks [13,14]. With every node possessing
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all copies of other blocks without centralized and official replicas, blockchain serves as a
‘trustless’ system without a third party to validate every performed transaction and facili-
tate interactions between corporations and clients [15,16]. Immutability is a fundamental
attribute of conventional blockchain technology to maintain high data integrity, which
prevents transaction data modification while expediting the data auditing process [17,18].
Notwithstanding, establishing procedures to authorize blockchain data redaction is also
essential owing to three factors. Correspondingly, immutability might be abused for malev-
olent motives, such as illegal information storage and dissemination [19]. In [20], eight
records related to sexual content were discovered in the Bitcoin blockchain, of which two
comprised 274 child pornography website links, with 142 associated with darknet services.
Therefore, the available arbitrary data storage is exploited due to child pornography, im-
proper content, and illicit material violating intellectual rights [21]. With the misusage,
users might be reluctant to adopt blockchain technology to avoid unintentional possession
of illicit or inappropriate digital content and law violation. If the negative situation persists,
thousands of blockchain nodes might be affected, consequently diminishing the Bitcoin
ecosystem and functionality. Hence, continuously appending the latest digital information
would not be feasible without illegal content being removed from the blockchain, which
poses an essential prerequisite to further adoption by being obligatory for law enforcement
agencies, including Interpol [22]. Another rationale for requiring the implementation of
a redactable blockchain is triggered by imposed laws and regulations. According to the
European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [23,24], users’ data contain the “right
to be forgotten”, which allows all users to remove personal details and relevant duplicates
while simultaneously amending personal data anonymously attached to former blocks [25].
Furthermore, blockchain immutability might not be pertinent to emerging blockchain-
based applications, which adamantly request a certain flexibility level for data redaction.
Examples include, but are not restricted to, the data stored on the blockchain, that may
concern users’ confidential and sensitive information, such as healthcare and insurance
records [26,27]. The users might prefer removing sensitive details from the platform while
updating the information if required, including the contract amendment service, and delet-
ing redundant data to free more space in the IoT-based blockchain systems [28,29].The
current study would allow blockchain developers and researchers to capture a holistic
view and ease establishing future blockchain redaction. Summarily, this study contributed
to the existing knowledge corpus by reviewing present redaction techniques utilizing
the chameleon and non-chameleon hashing function, analyzing blockchain security and
performance features thoroughly, outlining blockchain information redaction challenges,
and differentiating redactable blockchain systems comprehensively before providing open
issues and future directions. The following content of this paper is organized as follows:
the present study scrutinizes in Section 2 the blockchain technology research model with
the respective characteristics elucidated. Section 3 represents blockchain construct features
discussed in depth. Section 4 illustrates blockchain types. Section 5 thoroughly discusses
the security properties of blockchain technology before examining multiple design chal-
lenges for redactable blockchain in Section 6. In Section 7, approaches and mechanisms are
primarily illustrated, analyzed, and heavily discussed. Section 8 represents comparisons
to the state of the art discussed in Section 7. Open issues and future research directions
are explained in Section 9, which draws the path for researchers to further investigations.
Section 10 contains conclusions and, finally, Appendix A contains Table A1 that contains a
list of acronyms.

2. Blockchain Technology

Satoshi Nakamoto introduced Bitcoin as an innovative, decentralized, and peer-to-peer
cryptocurrency system founded in 2008 [30], which seeks to develop a trustless yet credible
financial platform to facilitate transactions through Bitcoins without existing financial insti-
tutions or third parties as intermediaries. The fundamental technology is blockchain, which
harnesses the strength of peer-to-peer networks, Merkle trees, consensus, and public-key
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cryptology to maintain high assurance and validity degrees of every transaction and resolve
multiple issues [31]. Essentially, a blockchain could be defined as a decentralized, transpar-
ent, and transactional database shared among all network nodes (computers) to smoothen
the exchange process of various values and media [32,33]. A conventional database, either
relational or object-oriented, employs referential integrity methods to maintain satisfac-
tory data validity and synchronization across numerous copies. Conversely, a blockchain
is equipped with a consensus algorithm that determines the block orders and relevant
transactions before being included in the ledger. The algorithm automates conflict resolu-
tions, such as double spending, by accepting solely one value as a valid transaction [34].
The latest transaction present in the blockchain repository would be authenticated by the
entire node before including the record in a pool of pending transactions. All pending
transactions would subsequently be categorized into respective blocks by miners, which
are computers that classify and publish the transactions on the blockchain by competing
with peers to complete a cryptographic puzzle in acquiring the publication priority. As the
puzzle difficulty elevates gradually, feigning transactions on the public ledger would be
significantly unlucrative with all nodes ably revalidating the transactions upon receiving
the latest blocks. Hence, the blockchain validation feature ensures the mining process is
highly secure and fraud-resistant, which contributes high integrity to the public ledger.
Each block is timestamped and connected to the previous blocks through hashing to create
a sequence of blocks attached to the genesis block (the first block in the network). Hash-
ing is a cryptographic technique that converts all information with various file sizes to a
fixed output, namely the hash [35–37]. Correspondingly, alterations to the original blocks,
regardless of minimal or significant, would result in a different hash [38,39]. Specifically,
all stored blockchain data would be subject to several verification stages, which render the
information virtually irrevocable and immutable, thus forbidding data tampering even
by the initial network entities which publish, process, and store the data. Summarily, the
process is performed by miners employing software to decode a relevant cryptogram to
publish blocks on the blockchain in guaranteeing network governance [40]. A block is
constituted of two main parts, header and body, in which the header contains a previous
block hash, timestamp, nonce and Merkle root while the body contains a list of transactions
stored in the block. The genesis block is the father of the following blocks in the chain in
which it does not contain any previous block hash value nonetheless, genesis block hash is
generated by SHA256 hash function, and all subsequent blocks can be traced through it.
The previous block’s header is hashed via a hashing function in order to be stored in the
current block and, thus, blocks are linked, chain growth is increased and simultaneously
integrity is preserved against tampering. A timestamp indicates the block creation time,
whereas nonce is utilized in the block’s production and verification. Merkle tree is a binary
tree that contains leaf nodes represented by hashed transactions wherein non-leaf nodes
result from the concatenation of its hashed child transactions leading to the production of
a Merkle root. Merkle root represents a unique single hash value attained from hashing
Merkle tree as the advantage gained to ease transaction verification in the block; how-
ever, any amendments performed in any transaction will invalidate its hash and hence, a
mismatched Merkle root hash value is denoted [41,42], as portrayed in Figure 1.

An eclectic range of consensus protocols is available contingent on respective network
sources, including proof-of-work (PoW), proof-of-stake (PoS), proof-of-activity (PoA),
Byzantine fault tolerance (BFT), and hybrid BFT algorithms. Particularly, the PoW protocols
function by each node independently decoding the PoW cryptogram to create blocks
with authentic transactions, wherein the blocks could be validated in the main chain.
Furthermore, honest nodes would frequently mine on the main chain, which was selected
based on the protocol rules. For instance, the longest sequence is chosen as the main
chain in the Bitcoin blockchain protocol, although the PoW protocol and relevant variants
pose exorbitant computation costs and low throughput [43,44]. Contrarily, the PoS blocks
are produced by stakeholders [45,46], in which a PoS miner’s probability of proposing
a block is corresponding to the stake value. The PoA protocol [47] is a hybrid approach
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composed of both PoW and PoS protocols, in which blocks are created by stakeholders
associated with a pseudo-random series, with their probabilities in the series equivalent to
the possessed stake volumes. Meanwhile, each consensual participant in a BFT protocol
could suggest an alternative block, such as a common set of transactions, to be consented
to by a group of participants [48,49]. The protocol could accomplish a larger transaction
throughput, although a communication overhead explosion might be induced. Summarily,
every consensus protocol aims to ensure that the most honest nodes could concur on a
unified blockchain history.
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3. Blockchain Construction Features

Different lower-level blockchain technology construct features. In [50,51], decentral-
ization allows the blockchain to serve as a decentralized data repository (ledger) duplicated
and disseminated across all users of a specific network. Moreover, neutrality facilitates
continuous valid transaction registration in a blockchain regardless of the origination,
wherein all individuals with adequate credibility in terms of payments or trust levels could
include the transaction records in the public ledger. Concurrently, the replication feature
would authorize the consensus models to replicate all valid transactions across all network
nodes, while audibility ensures all transactions are publicly displayed and audited due to
every performed transaction being appended to the genesis block. Furthermore, integrity is
defined as transactions being verified through a hashing algorithm before being published
to the distributed ledger. Specifically, the SHA256 algorithm is frequently employed to pro-
vide a digital fingerprint which cannot be reverse-engineered [52]. Thus, every amendment
could not be executed without invalidating the signature before eventually invalidating
the transaction. Anonymity allows users to conduct transactions through pseudonyms
generated by respective secret keys rather than actual identities or real-life addresses to
prevent exposing personal particulars [53]. Traceability provides detailed records between
transactions to trace all transactions in the blockchain and reveal the entire flow of transac-
tions. Simultaneously, immutability issues signatures to guarantee transaction authenticity
and integrity, and the Merkel tree (MT) structure maintains an efficient integrity check
process, prohibiting malicious block tampering with the hash [54]. As displayed in Figure 2,
the transaction TX3 highlighted in red was modified on the nth block, which caused the
hash values of the current branch from TX3 to the MT root to become divergent from other
nodes’ duplicates. Particularly, the header hash of the altered block was also inconsistent
with the copy in the (n + 1)th block. As such, the modification was invalid and difficult
to be approved without other nodes possessing over 51% hashing power to accept the
modification and regenerate an alternative chain from the (n + 1)th block. Resultantly, data
immutability is ensured.
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4. Blockchain Types

Blockchains are categorized into numerous types depending on their respective pur-
poses and distinctive features as illustrated in Table 1. The permissionless or public
blockchain does not necessitate platform users to participate in the network [55], which is
fully decentralized as the participation is based on the process of consensus and perusal
before sharing the transaction record to maintain the distributed ledger [56]. Additional
blocks are posted, examined, and verified by all users by possessing a copy of the entire
blockchain, which ensures high security in establishment and operation as the blocks are
corroborated by computationally challenging consensus procedures, such as decoding cryp-
tograms or investing more personal cryptocurrency. Therefore, any form of data tampering
in the blockchain content is prevented by hashes and decentralized concord with other ben-
efits of anonymity and privacy [57]. Nonetheless, permissionless blockchains pose multiple
research issues. For example, efficiency is negatively impacted by numerous participants
and computationally expensive consensus procedures. Another type is permissioned or pri-
vate blockchains developed for a sole organization, wherein participants join the network
through invitation and are obliged to sustain the blockchain decentralization characteris-
tic [55]. Permissioned blockchains contrast with permissionless blockchains in that only
approved entities are permitted to participate in the network and maintain the blocks,
which provides higher security and efficiency levels by preventing data tampering through
hashes and consensus. Nevertheless, private blockchain nodes are not anonymous [56] as
the networks could be breached by internally authorized users. Meanwhile, consortium
blockchains serve as private blockchains for various organizations, wherein merely invited
and approved users are permitted to participate and support the network. The consensus
process is comparatively more time-consuming than in permissioned blockchains, although
swifter than in permissionless platforms. In terms of security, consortium blockchains could
process data in a more protected manner for averting alterations and hacking activities
than permissioned blockchains, owing to the monitoring by different organizations [55].
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Table 1. Blockchain types.

Type Public
(Permissionless)

Private
(Permissioned) Consortium

Network Decentralized Decentralized
Partially

Hybrid Among Public and
Private

Access Any participant Predefined
Participant

Multiple Predefined
Participants

Concept

1. Read and write
transactions.

2. Vote to add
pooled
transactions.

3. Validate
transactions and
consequently
they are secured.

1. Conditional
read and write
operations.

2. Conditional
verification.

3. Public read
might be
allowed.

1. Permission
read/write by multi
controlling nodes.

2. Controlling nodes
selection differ
among participated
entities.

3. Public read might be
allowed.

Consensus PoW/PoS Multi party Multi party

Approval Time 10 Minutes 100 ms 100 ms

Scalability Slow Fast, Light Fast, Light

Security,
Privacy

Lack of privacy and
anonymity. High Privacy High Privacy

Cost Costive. Costive. Costive.

Energy High Consumption Low Consumption Low Consumption

Efficiency Non-Efficient Efficient Efficient

Immutability Non-tempered Can Be Tampered Can Be Tampered

Centralization No Yes Partially

Use Cases Cryptocurrency Supply Chain Banking, Insurance

Application Bitcoin Ethereum Edexa

5. Security Properties

A mature blockchain system should fulfill three security attributes established [58,59].
The security properties guarantee blockchain accuracy, consensus, and validity with a
high probability, whereas redaction designs must not impact them. They are classified
as follows:

• Chain Quality:

It refers to the ratio of the blocks controlled by an adversary in a chunk of an honest
party’s chain that cannot exceed a certain fraction X where it represents the total amount of
adversary-dominated resources.

• Common Prefix:

Formally common prefix property represents two honest node chains S1 and S2,
whereas the shortest chain is a common prefix for the longest chain at different time
segments T1 and T2. The common prefix K ∈ Z indicates the number of blocks required
to be removed from a timely older chain. If S1 ≤ S2 where T1 ≤ T2, it means removing k
blocks at the end of S1 and becoming a common prefix to S2.

• Chain Growth:

The growth of an honest chain must be compatible with the number of blocks produced
regardless of adversarial employed methodology.

The security properties guarantee blockchain accuracy, consensus, and validity with
a high probability. Specifically, accuracy maintains the “healthy” degree of a redactable
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blockchain, while consensus necessitates all honest nodes to concur on a particular sequence.
Meanwhile, validity specifies that most blocks emanate from honest nodes [59]. A redaction
technique is required to not impact the aforementioned blockchain security properties.

6. Redactable Blockchain Implementation Challenges

Redaction contradicts the principle of blockchain immutability, thus requiring the
process to be conducted under stringent rules. Accordingly, the redaction procedure is
restricted to authorized personnel and contingent on specific situations without compro-
mising system reliability and constancy. Contemporarily, multitudinous blockchain data
redaction approaches and models are developed by suggesting different pertinent methods.
Similarly, every relevant redaction approach should prioritize validating all redacted trans-
actions or blocks. Figure 3 presents several redaction challenges to thoroughly investigate
and differentiate every proposed model and they are as follows.
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6.1. Validity

Consensus protocol approved policy must be met and applied by redacted transac-
tion/block to acquire validity. Once redaction is verified, then it is considered honest by
other nodes.

6.2. Consistency

Authentic nodes observe the chain consistently. Connected transactions/block validity
must not be affected by redaction at any period. Thus, avoiding consistency and traceability
damages at some points caused by honest redaction.

6.3. Fine Grained

Who has the right to modify it remains an unsolved question. Fine-grained access
control authorizes various rights to diverse users to modify contents, however coarse-
grained access control cannot identify who made the certain modification.
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6.4. Decentralization

Centrality remains a bottleneck, which has been solved by decentralization through
transferring power and control to users; consequently, system security is improved as
consistency and corruption are fairly reduced.

6.5. Accountability

Redacting transactions by authorized users requires certain accountable mechanisms
to observe their activities.

6.6. Revocation

Access control methods play a vital role in controlling users’ privileges where they
must act effectively once the user’s rights are revoked, left, or degraded without affecting
system efficiency in terms of cost and computation overhead.

6.7. Anonymity

Anonymity aims to achieve privacy to protect transaction contents via authentication
and preserve personal identifications of modifiers from any adversarial activities.

6.8. Collusion Resistance

Collusion is the illegal accumulation of rights of cooperated parties who aim to gain
unlawful access to data and the system must prohibit these actions.

6.9. Scalability

User amount growth must not affect system performance.

6.10. Efficiency

Time is the efficiency factor in admitting/ratifying certain redactions.

6.11. Computation Overhead

Low cost must be achieved while applying all the above measures.

6.12. Additional PoW

Redaction mechanisms at the block level might be required to resolve PoW puzzles
again, and hence it leads to being undesirable to miners due to its high hashing
power consumption.

6.13. Key Exposure

It is an obstacle that prevents CH from being used. Trapdoor keys can be disclosed by
finding several collisions for a certain function.

7. Redaction Mechanisms in Blockchain

This section represents comprehensively the taxonomy of two main different cate-
gories, namely chameleon and non-chameleon-based redaction mechanisms in blockchain,
which involves analyzing emerging challenge-related issues in order to produce feasible
perception. Figure 4 shows a detailed discussion in the following subsections.
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7.1. Redactable Blockchain-Based Chameleon

Redactable blockchains leveraging chameleon hash functions, which contain a trap-
door key, function as a standard cryptographic hash under conventional circumstances.
A chameleon hash-based redactable blockchain is collision-resistant, which allows the
trapdoor key holder to effortlessly perform data amendments by seeking the same hash as
the original version. The holder could be either a centralized entity or belong to a defined
set of independent entities. Summarily, a chameleon hash function allows the following
procedures to be executed: (i) each function contains a couple of trapdoors and hashing
keys, (ii) individuals with hash keys could create the hash function, (iii) trapdoor key
holders could locate collisions in the function domain, (iv) the function is collision-resistant
for individuals without trapdoor keys [60]. Table 2 provides an overview of all proposed
methods discussed below.
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Table 2. Chameleon redaction methods outlines.

Schema Methods Security
Assumption

Setting
(Blockchain Type)

Redaction
Type

[61], (2017) CH and PKE DLP Private BL

[62], (2020) CH and ZR SXDH Private BL

[63], (2020) CH and ZR SXDH Private BL

[64], (2019) CH and ABE DLP Private TL

[65], (2020) CH and ABE and DS DLP Private TL

[66], (2021) CH and DS DDH Private TL

[67], (2022) CH and ABE and DS DLP Private TL\BL

[68], (2021) CH and MA-ABE
and DGS DLIN Private TL

[69], (2021) CH DLP Private\Public TFL

[70], (2021) CH and ABE and DS DLIN Private TL

[71], (2021) CH and MA_ABE DLP Private TL

[72], (2022) CH and ABE and DS DLP Private TL

[73], (2021) CH and ABE DBDH Private TL

[74], (2021) CH and ABE and DS DLP Private TL

[75], (2021) CH and TEE DLP Private BL

[76], (2021) CH and Lattice SIS Private BL

[77], (2022) CH DLP Private\Public TL

[78], (2021) CH and MA_ABE
and DS DLP Public TL

[79], (2019) TCH and DS CDHP Consortium TL

[80], (2019) RCH CDHP Consortium TL

[81], (2020) TTCH CDHP Consortium TL

[82], (2020) CH DLP Consortium TL

[83], (2021) TCH and DS CDHP Consortium TL

[84], (2021) TCH and DS CDHP Consortium TL

[85], (2021) CH DLP Consortium TL

[86], (2022) CH CDHP Consortium TL

7.1.1. Redactable Permissioned Blockchain

According to the taxonomy, permissioned blockchain redaction mechanisms have
been divided into three main sets in which are analyzed and discussed thoroughly
as follows:

• Enhanced Collision-Resistance of Chameleon Hash Function (ECRSCH)

Ateniese et al. [61] have proposed the first redactable blockchain with an enhanced
standard chameleon hash function (ECRSCH) by incorporating chameleon hash function
(CH), public-key cryptography (PKE), and non-zero knowledge proof (NIZKP), which is
adopted by Accenture. Every block structure in the blockchain will extend to include an
additional field to efficiently record the randomness (r), also termed as a chameleon hash
check value, whereas solely trapdoor key holders consequently are able to compute (r’), as
the computation of additional redacted block (block n) randomness (r) is highly challenging
without a trapdoor key. The randomness maintains the identicality of redacted blocks and
header hashes (prior hashes) as before reduction to ensure the blockchain is intact. Figure 5
represents Ateniese’s proposal. The approach is limited as the procedure is constrained
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to rewriting the blockchain based on the block level where it impacts system security
and efficiency regardless of mechanism employed, whereas chameleon hash function is
utmost risky where the whole block privacy depends on a single trapdoor key for all the
transactions maintained; once a modifier granted permission to alter any transaction, the
rest can be modified too. Simultaneously, the procedure diminishes transaction validity
in the blocks, including other relevant transactions. In addition, coarse-grained decision-
making in the function does not define individuals entitled to compute the collision when
the hash is frequently produced by the public key.
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Conversely, secret keys are employed to search for collisions without hash makers
being aware of the individual performing the collision. Meanwhile, block traceability is
not supported, and accountability is excluded from the chameleon hash function, thus
posing the possibility of malicious modifications. With the presence of the trapdoor key
and centralized storage, distributed management is not feasible due to the missing decen-
tralization characteristic. Subsequently, Khalili et al. [62] and Derler et al. [63] enhanced
the collision resistance feature of the CH corresponding to the Ateniese proposal [61].
However, better efficiency is achieved while similar construction is utilized. Both proposals
sought trapdoor exposure prevention; meanwhile, they still suffer from similar Ateniese’s
proposal drawbacks.

• Policy-based Chameleon Hash Function (PCH)

Authority regulation to redact data in a fine-grained model, Derler et al. [64] proposed
the policy-based CH function (PCH) as shown in Figure 6.
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It is inspired by the CH with an ephemeral trapdoors (CHET) function [87], and
cyphertexts policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) [88] to serve as a hybridization
function. The PCH function is associated with the user’s attributes to control redaction
privileges. The present study fulfilled two main questions by determining the individual
authorized to perform a redaction and the specific information that could be redacted.
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Specifically, users of private blockchains are permitted to perform redaction activities as
their participation is authorized before becoming involved in the network. The CP-ABE
provides the PCH function with high indistinguishability, collision, and resistance levels
due to the security measures from indistinguishability under the non-adaptive and adap-
tive chosen cyphertexts attack (IND-CCA2), which prevents attackers from recovering
trapdoor keys in conducting double-spending and tampering attacks. Meanwhile, the
PCH chain allows transaction-level (TX-level) redaction without negatively impacting the
system security, although collusion attacks are highly possible between participants by
unifying personal attributes and updating or sharing access to an MT to be consistent with
a specific strategy. Nonetheless, non-traceable evidence modifications are a security issue
as the changes allowed by the PCH function would not be visible to other users. ABE
is not guaranteed to encrypt valid one-time trapdoor keys without NIZK inclusion. The
comprises of CHET base RSA in PCH is ineffective in terms of cost and time overhead.
Other limitations of Ateniese’s proposal [61], including non-accountability, distributed
key management, trapdoor centralized storage, and central control of secret keys wherein
decentralization remain unresolved, as in Figure 6 showing a delineated Derler’s pro-
posal [64]. Tian et al. [65] propounded accountability to be the main contributing solution
by proposing the policy-based CH function with black-box accountability (PCHBA) by
combining the CHET, the CP-ABE, and the digital signature. The PCHBA is advantageous
in prohibiting a transaction modifier to perform malicious rewriting with the accountability
property to halt any exploitation form of rewriting privilege. Nonetheless, the PCHBA
violates user anonymity as the function supports key generation by central authority, while
privilege revocation and decentralization are not considered. PCHBA deprives an effective
penalty mechanism to stop malicious redaction activities. As such, Xu et al. [66] proposed
the k-time modifiable and epoch-based redactable blockchain (KERB), which consists of a
monetary penalty to regulate rewriting privileges and punish malevolent demeanors. The
proposal improved the [64] algorithm by ensuring sufficient accountability and traceability
to account for the lack of punishment mechanisms and negligence of collusion attack possi-
bility. The KERB comprises the central authority (CA), the miner, and the modifier. The
modifier sends a key creation request, which includes the transaction to be modified, the re-
quired modification, and the key expiry time. The CA approves both the modifier’s identity
and request by signing the request with a conditional deposit to produce a token key before
being sent to the modifier. A violated modifier triggers punishment by withdrawing agree-
ment on the deposit. Meanwhile, it is committed to any conducted modification approvals
wherein modifications are not stored immediately to facilitate checking by the miner. Only
approved transactions will be stored in the blockchain public ledger. Nevertheless, security
weakening, scalability and flexibility are less common due to CA centralization. Con-
currently, computation overhead and malicious modifiers’ privileges are not minimized
as the deposit amount might be smaller than the damage cost. The authors in [67] have
followed the previous suggestion by proposing a blockchain rewriting approach (CDEdit)
that allows modifiers to acquire controllable redaction privileges and diversified editing
types based on [66] frameworks. The CDEdit model, which is identified as a privilege
token service (PTS), authorizes multilevel editing in on-chain permissioned blockchains,
such as Hyperledger, to manage and disseminate redaction prerogatives. The entire process
is triggered by modifiers upon sending a rewriting request. The modifiers are divided
into four main categories, including one-time modifiers on the transaction and block level,
and multi-time modifiers on the transaction and block level, without producing conflicts.
Specifically, the process commences with requesting a token before receiving a token key
(TK) which comprises the request of required rewriting times, expiry times, object indexes,
and modifier public key (MPK) issued by the PTS. Before sending the TK to the modifier,
a deposit is necessary to account for potential malicious actions after the PTS validates
and signs the modifier’s request. The PTS remains vulnerable due to centralization, which
would negatively affect scalability with the presence of latency and computation overhead,
and the absence of an effective punishment mechanism. Panwar et al. [68] adapted the [64]
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model by developing a revocable and traceable blockchain rewriting framework (ReTRACe)
from the revocable CHET (RCHET) and revocable attribute-based encryption (RABE). Two
primary dissimilarities exist wherein the RCHET hashing algorithm is a private procedure
permitting only trapdoor holders to generate the CHs and subsequently conduct relevant
adaptation, hence being inconsistent with the CH definition. Meanwhile, the hashing
algorithm is intended to be a public procedure in the RABE to allow attribute revocation.
Decentralization is attained via replacing ABE with MA-ABE; nonetheless, a public RABE is
unrealistic as a user is required to acquire another decryption key through a secure medium
when the user’s attribute is repealed by the attribute authority (AA), although the group
manager’s (GM) attributes could not be revoked. Subsequently, Jia et al. [69] developed a
fine-grained blockchain rewriting mechanism to support hierarchical revocation via two
stages. The first two data types in a mutable transaction, which were personal information
(required to be recorded in a chain) and security-related details (senders, receivers, and
transaction amounts), were considered. Users would be authorized by a semi-trusted
regulator to amend existing personal records and modify security-related data. As the
entire process concentrated on certain mutable transaction fields, the procedures would
be more precise compared to the block-level and transaction-level blockchain redaction.
Simultaneously, the regulator possessing a master key could repeal a user’s rewriting
privilege by generating an alternative subkey to disable the original key. Notwithstanding,
the model did not establish a decentralization concept or indistinguishability. Xu et al. [70]
established a revocable policy CH function (RPCH) adapted from the PCH [64] to aid in
fine-grained and revocable blockchain rewriting approaches. The RPCH development
referred to CHET based on the Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman (RSA) [89] proposal with the
RABE method [90], and the fast attribute-based message encryption (FAME) process [91].
The RPCH also did not include a blockchain decentralization feature in its design via
permitting a trusted party to practically repeal a chameleon trapdoor possessor’s redaction
prerogative, outsource the decoding process, and transmit confidentiality without another
semi-trusted entity however CHET performs based on RSA, which affects scalability issues.
Meanwhile, Zhang et al. [71] and Ma et al. [72] proposed a multi-authority policy-based CH
(MAPCH) function, wherein the CA in the [64] model is replaced with multiple authorities
to manage the attributes applied to a permissioned blockchain. The performance in both
proposals has been improved due to the decentralized technique proposed, however the
reliance on RSA remains a scalability drawback and the absence of revocation requires
further investigation. Guo et al. [73] suggested a hybrid blockchain rewriting process
both online and offline via an auditable outsource computation (OO-RB-AOC) scheme,
which was adapted from [64]. The hybrid model is an enhancement to produce two PCH
types, namely online and offline. Particularly, high-value transaction operations could be
performed offline to provide adequate credibility by incorporating multiple authorities to
generate rewriting keys. Beneficiaries who acquired the keys would be verified on whether
the keys were issued by legitimate authorities. The previous model has been built based on
ring signature [92] and is employed to create a rewriting key in which external resources
could be continuously applied due to the limited device capacity. Nevertheless, the limita-
tions include the lack of a pertinent mechanism for revocation and misbehavior observation.
Meanwhile, Hou et al. [74] established a fine-grained and governable redactable blockchain
model to allow destructive information forced erasure. Specifically, the transaction creator
possesses a delicate regulation over selective individuals to conduct data redaction by
specifying the components to be edited, after receiving sufficient miners’ votes. All miners
could also disclose the block index with detrimental data generated by malevolent users
to be subsequently recompensed after authoritatively erasing the deleterious information
based on the index. Malevolent users would be prohibited from performing further trans-
actions if the penalty was not paid as miners’ compensation within a stipulated period.
Moreover, the fine-grained framework facilitates additional information and unexpended
transaction output (UTXO) redaction concurrently. Nonetheless, revocation is unavailable
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for any misdemeanors and decentralization is not recognized with the presence of a trusted
authority, significantly influencing the model’s performance.

• Distributed Chameleon Hash

Liu et al. [75] have proposed the inclusion of the distributed key management function
by using distributed CH function and trusted execution environment (TEE) [93]. Dis-
tributed key management is employed to guarantee high trapdoor security levels, which
could be strengthened by the TEE to elevate asset confidentiality and integrity degree in a
secure TEE enclave. Nevertheless, as the rewriting procedure is performed throughout the
blockchain level, weak security is contributed by the exclusion of collusion, accountability,
and tractability. Wu et al. [76] further improved the existing CH function. In the present
study, the development was based on enhancing the collision resistance characteristic
which was perceived to be highly vital to managing redactable blockchain. Particularly,
quantum-resistant key-exposure-free CH functions via the concrete single trapdoor were
the foundation to optimize the existing CH function based on the proposed framework.
Two operations were included, namely distributing trapdoor keys on a semi-honest secure
part and voting on the redaction to provide public accountability. However, collusion is
not prevented. Matzutt et al. [77] proposed Redact Chain, which comprises several parallel
local jury committees that are rotated periodically to perform redactions instead of utilizing
external tools. The committee includes solely authorized members who can conduct redac-
tions jointly by employing the CH function and threshold cryptographic method. Each
committee will be located at a randomly selected node to act immediately when certain
content is reported. Disputed transaction cases are solved by the jury committees voting
in an off-chain mode to approve the modifications. The CH function is applied to grant
redaction authority while limiting the possessed authority from being abused. Keys will be
distributed amongst the jury members respectively to equalize the trapdoor key control. All
modifications could only be conducted once before the committee is replaced by another
batch selected from recently successful miners. As such, Redact Chain supports global
redaction to organize respective mining activities. Nonetheless, attackers could dominate
the jury committee as no accountability mechanism is enforced on the committee.

7.1.2. Redactable Permissionless Blockchain

Developing a redactable public blockchain protocol is challenging yet engaging as
the accomplishment requires highly sophisticated solutions. Correspondingly, researchers
in [65,74] stated that their proposed redactable mechanisms would be realized in the per-
missionless blockchain as their future work. In 2021, Tian et al. [78] created an enhancement
protocol by expanding the current blockchain rewriting ability with a fine-grained access
control policy in permissionless blockchains, including Bitcoin and Ethereum, which re-
quired no trusted parties to provide access privileges. To achieve strong security, dynamic
proactive secrete sharing (DPSS) as a decentralized set of procedures were implemented
to remove all forms of trusted parties, while a committee of several users was established
with each user holding a segment of trust. All users are authorized to join the committee
whenever available to utilize the KP-ABE to safeguard fine-grained access control. The
previous author proposes another algorithm that contains two major phases of fine-grained
and public traceability. Subkeys are divided from the master key and distributed amongst
committee users, which ensures all committee users provide unanimous agreement before
granting access privileges requested by modifiers through master key recovery. Any shift
in the committee structure would not affect the master key as the algorithm remains intact.
Subsequently, public traceability, digital signature, and the KP-ABE, which constitute the
second phase, necessitate the modifier to sign a modified transaction with the private key to
guarantee the modification is publicly verifiable. The public traceability function is enabled
by the attribute-based encryption traceability (ABET) through a set of rewriting privileges
produced from the interaction with the access black box to preclude unauthorized access.
Simultaneously, the presence of the public key proves that the modifier was authorized
to rewrite a block by the committee. Nonetheless, committee members’ collusion behav-
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ior could not be effectively averted. Similarly, security issues remain present from the
high flexibility provided to the modifier and the lack of effective misbehavior punishment
mechanisms and revocation methods.

7.1.3. Redactable Consortium Blockchain

Huang et al. [79] demonstrated that [61] blockchain protocol was not optimally ap-
plicable to the conventional industrial IoT (IIOT) scenario and, therefore, a redactable
consortium blockchain (RCB) was established to increase redacted transaction validity. The
RCB concentrates on forfeiting transaction redactions when modifiers are offline while
upgrading the CH function as threshold CH (TCH) through linkage with participants’ iden-
tities (authorized sensors). Authorized sensors with genuine identities could effectively
calculate additional randomness assisted by holders with trapdoor keys. By adhering to
the hash-and-sign model, the TCH function hashes.

The transactions before being endorsed by an accountable-and-sanitizable chameleon
signature (ASCS) algorithm [94] as portrayed in Figure 7. Participants with authentic
identities could also assess the same signature to authenticate redacted transactions. Never-
theless, the scalability issue exists owing to the high cost of generating trapdoor key holders’
pertinent signatures, which increases proportionally to the number of nodes. Redaction
power exploitation could also occur concurrently. Huang et al. [80] developed smart-
chained redactions supported by the self-redactable blockchain proposal (SRB), which
required no cooperation to perform transaction redaction in the blockchain. The revocable
hash function (RCH) optimizes the CH function by linking identities within a cyclic time
and being relied on by the revocable chameleon signature (RCS) to generate transactions.
Participants are only allowed to perform periodic redactions based on the defined cyclic
time in the blockchain. Specifically, private redactions are conducted with trapdoor keys
contained, and (X-1) public redaction only if any X transactions are attached beyond the
performed redaction. Meanwhile, public reaction is conducted through the signature to
facilitate every individual performing transaction authentication. When a trapdoor expira-
tion period is stipulated, the trapdoor will be updated periodically. Nevertheless, due to
high cryptographic complexity, the SRB is rarely adopted in IoT devices. In addition, low
adoption is due to the SRB and the RCB sharing a fixed expiration period, which renders
the trapdoor key management inflexible while allowing the old trapdoor to be continuously
utilized. Hence, key exposure would pose security issues. Zhang et al. [81] proposed the
reusable and redactable blockchain (Re-chain) for the RCB, which was a redactable and
reusable blockchain established by the threshold trapdoor CH (TTCH) function to address
blockchain storage issues in accounting for information explosion. The proof-of-concept
consensus was also realized when Re-chain achieved maximum storage size to rewrite
previous blocks with security and authority, while maintaining block connection safety.
Consensus guarantees robustness even with the presence of N-node acceptance (N/2-1)
faults in the edge nodes. Furthermore, Re-chain is beneficial for the IIOT which frequently
encounters serious storage limitations. Past experiments revealed that the rewriting process
was efficient when performance achieved a medium scale within the limit of 30 nodes.
Nonetheless, the deficiency of scalability due to high computation overhead would not
support user accountability and anonymity on the platform. Time could be defined as a
physical entity in terms of hours and days, or as a virtual being in terms of the number of
blocks in the blockchain. As such, time is the main factor in generating an efficient key to
redact and generate transactions. Correspondingly, LV et al. [82] suggested a decentralized
CH function to gain enhanced security, time efficiency, and reduced space overhead in
offering higher RCB flexibility. Modifiers would be necessitated to sign redaction requests
to be validated by authorized nodes on personal identities by comparing the signatures and
redaction requests. The requests are stored in modified transactions while the signature
key is stored in the local redaction record. Thus, accountability is maintained as redaction
records could be compared with the stored signatures. Nonetheless, an additional storage
cost and low anonymity would be the issues. Huang et al. [83] improved the previous work
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of [79] by elevating the anonymity and scalability degrees with the time-updatable CH
(TUCH) and linkable-and-redactable ring signature (LRRS) as theoretical fundamentals to
develop a decentralized, scalable and redactable algorithm with sufficient anonymity simi-
lar to the SRB. The TUCH enables automatic ring configuration without interacting with
other entities when producing an access key. As the chameleon randomness in holding a
hash collision is subject to cyclical expiration, redaction could fulfill verification criteria only
within a pre-determined period. Meanwhile, the LRRS ensures modifiers anonymously
provide personal signatures on a message without trusted parties. The process is completed
by forming a ring of users automatically, without the users being informed that their public
keys are employed in producing the signature. Nevertheless, increasing scalability would
lower the anonymity level owing to the requirement of the signature, which simultaneously
renders the process to be costly. Conversely, Gao et al. [84] criticized the [79] TCH proposal
after manifesting that the TCH was vulnerable to malicious redactions. Correspondingly,
an enhanced TCH was established to elevate the collision n-resistance degree, which was
recognized as one-more preimage resistance. The enhanced protocol ensured sufficient
resistance even when preimages with the same hash values and identities were exposed.
Nonetheless, similar to the RCB, the protocol was seldom adopted in IoT devices due to
high cryptographic complexity. Security issues, such as collusion and scalability, were not
adequately considered. Zhang et al. [85] discovered that credible industrial blockchain data
management could optimize blockchain reducibility by enhancing public key generation
through the CH function in three phases, namely off-chain setup, on-chain setup, and
data management. During the setup different data types are included in the blockchain
where trapdoor partial authenticity verification is conducted and aided by smart contracts
to determine accountability levels. Particularly, the off-chain setup deploys blockchain
parameters to create trapdoor segments and perform trapdoor distribution to support
trapdoor holders. The on-chain setup is executed by employing the redactable blockchain
to collect various data before gauging the authenticity degree. Subsequently, data man-
agement separation from other transactions is performed by two different blockchain
approaches to realize management supervision on transaction redaction, while reducing
coupling in the blockchain-based trapdoor recovery accountability mechanism. Smart
contracts would verify the validity of trapdoor segments published by the holders, which
are concurrently monitored by supervision nodes before jointly approving editing requests.
Trapdoor performers would redact information upon receiving approval. Nonetheless,
the entire process is costly, which is unsuitable for the IIoT environment. Accordingly,
Wei et al. [86] proposed the federal learning model to be applied in the IIOT circumstances,
such as the medical blockchain (RMB), by incorporating the CH changeable trapdoor
(CHCT) function. When collisions are identified, the CHCT would be updated to govern
the process without revealing the trapdoor. The CHCT could be canceled in in all circum-
stances to avoid key exposure owing to the highly restricted trapdoor contributed by the
owner’s autonomy to define the expiration time.
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7.2. Non-Chameleon Hash-Based Redactable Blockchain

In this section, non-chameleon hash-based mechanisms have been thoroughly dis-
cussed and further analyzed as illustrated in Table 3 in terms of methods, security assump-
tion, blockchain type, and finally redaction level type.

Table 3. Non-chameleon redaction approaches outlines.

Schema Methods Security
Assumption

Setting
(Blockchain Type)

Redaction
Type

[95], (2019) CVRA N/A Public TL

[96], (2020) CVRA N/A Private/Public TL

[97], (2017) MTRA N/A Private/Public TL

[98], (2020) MTRA N/A Private TL

[99], (2019) PRA N/A Public BL

[100], (2020) PRA N/A Public BL

7.2.1. Consensus-Based Voting Redaction Approach (CVRA)

The CVRA leverages standard regulations to concur on the eventual condition of
redacted transactions or blocks via on-chain voting. A redaction would only be approved
when all honest nodes consent to the altered state. Past studies [101] employed the hard fork
to amend the information history, resolve crucial security risks in codes, include additional
functionality, restore previous transactions, and overcome negative hacking consequences.
For instance, Ethereum applied the hard fork to restore past transactions in recovering
substantial funds lost to “The DAO” attack. When a fork simultaneously appears in at least
two block versions of the same height, an alternative chain will be produced. Although
accidental forks could be resolved via identical consensus principles, attackers’ chains are
more difficult to be removed due to the longer series than the honest version (51% attack).
Consequently, the hard fork adhering to the latest consensus principles would generate
an irreversible sequence independent of the original chain, which is typically employed
to divide blockchain cryptocurrency. For example, Bitcoin Gold and Bitcoin Cash were
separated from Bitcoin [102]. Nonetheless, several limitations exist as the hard fork would
not erase exact data history as both original and alternative chains would be maintained by
respective nodes. Moreover, a high cost is incurred as the procedure consumes significant
computation bandwidth.

Deuber et al. [95] suggested authorizing data redaction in the public blockchain with
the CV (consensus voting) sequence expanding the block header structure to provide ad-
ditional fields encompassing previous states or hash values, which enabled connectivity
between redacted and subsequent blocks. All blocks are connected by two hash chains to
represent the latest prevHash and prior hashes, with the following block constantly being
attached to the previous block after referring to the prior condition. For multiple redactions,
the old state consists of all states of all revisions. Moreover, the CV series adequately
sustains consistency through honest nodes, holding a unified monitor of redaction activities
by publicly validating before voting. The redaction request on a specific transaction would
be announced in the peer-to-peer (P2P) network, where miners securing a subsequent
block could vote for approving a valid revision while recording the redacted block hash in
personal blocks. The revision would be approved when the editing request on a particular
block received sufficient votes. Resultantly, honest nodes would update personal copies
with the performed redaction. Scalability and efficiency degrees are low in the process
owing to the significant amount of time required for approval of valid redactions. Marsalek
et al. [103] formulated an amendable blockchain protocol in two hash chains, wherein the
standard chain stored the original data, whereas the correction chain comprised numerous
blocks to store correction data. The CV approach was also applied to perform a decen-
tralized decision on requested corrections, in which a correction block consisting of the
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actual correction data replaced the redacted block with the same height in the standard
chain after the voting session. Nevertheless, several challenges persist, including a long
voting period and poor redaction efficiency. Meanwhile, Thyagarajan et al. [96] proposed
the Reparo approach to conduct redactions on a repair layer in both public and private
blockchains. Particularly, redaction would be sought through a repair message to specify
the block hash, the object, and the chain state to be amended in an off-chain for validation.
A repair witness would be voted on-chain by miners. Similar to the procedures in the CV
series, the witness obtaining adequate votes would be approved to maintain transaction
consistency by Reparo recording the original version and the approved repair message
in data repositories. The repositories would also be announced and managed by the P2P
network nodes. Furthermore, the repair message requires monetary expenses to be stored
in the blockchain. Limited storage size, extended voting time, large bandwidth requirement,
and computation overhead contributed to low process efficiency.

7.2.2. Meta-Transaction-Based Redaction Approach

The meta-transaction-based redaction approach (MTRA) is regulated by fiat and
mate-transaction (mate-T), which is an alternative type to authorize redaction activi-
ties while preventing heavy cryptographic primitives and an extended voting period.
Puddu et al. [97] recommended extracting coins from performed transactions, namely
µchain, to enable blockchain data redaction by providing additional meta-T as mutants
and extending transactions. The process commences with µchain separating the entire
transactions, such as currency and smart contract deployment transactions, into muta-
ble and immutable versions. The mutable version would be identified as active in each
stage while the redaction would be subject to the stipulated rules delineating the redacted
objects, the redactor, and the time window. The redactor would produce the meta-Tx to
activate redaction procedures. When the extending transaction is permitted in an efficient
off-chain voting method, the mutant transaction would substitute the active transaction.
Subsequently, µchain encodes the mutable transaction to conceal the different transaction
history. The secret key is distributed via the DPSS protocol [104] to fulfill the security
threshold. Nevertheless, µchain violates consistency owing to high computation overhead
and bandwidth in the enciphering procedure. Blockchain transparency is also diminished
as limited verification operations would engender low audibility. Dorri et al. [98] estab-
lished flexible memory management in the IoT, namely the memory-optimized and flexible
blockchain (MOF-BC), to allow certain blockchain transaction deletion or summarization
within a period in extensive networks. Concurrently, the deleted and previous transaction
hashes would remain to guarantee record consistency through the redactor’s signature
to corroborate that personal editing legitimacy MOF-BC records essential data about the
summarized transactions, including the MT root, timestamp, and order. Nevertheless, the
CA verification is not robust owing to key management ineffectively preventing denial-of-
service (DOS) and double spending attacks. Florian et al. [99] proposed the functionality
preserving local erasure (FPLE) to delete improper information of transaction outputs in
the local node storage as transaction outputs, including arbitrary information, would be
improbably further employed, which enables rewriting in the local UTXO database. To
cautiously delete the data, the FPLE adjusts the transaction output, which was the script
public key (ScriptPubKey), to develop a removal database to store relevant data before per-
forming redaction, while inspecting unedited inputs. The database could also validate the
following transactions which refer to the amended records. After inspecting and validating,
the original record would be substituted with the amended block before being completely
removed. Meanwhile, drawbacks are present due to the unguaranteed credibility of the
removal database source and a trusted entity is necessitated to manage the database, which
violates decentralization and security principles.
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7.2.3. Pruning-Based Redaction Approach (PRA)

The PRA is devised to be applied in specific situations in circumventing massive
cryptographic primitives. Pyoung et al. [105] established two different PRAs to allow more
edge node storage space in the IoT ecosystem. As edge nodes possessed finite amounts of
storage and computing power in the IoT ecosystem, memory would be swiftly depleted
and complete blockchain generation would be impeded. Accordingly, the blockchain Life-
Time (LiTiChain) resolves the limitations by removing expired blocks, in which edge nodes
achieve a distributed concord based on the BFT algorithm [106] through the corruption
tolerance threshold (t) fulfills n ≥ 3t + 1 for n nodes. Each LiTiChain block persists from the
creation time until the stipulated end time and would be removed from the chain when the
block lifetime expires. When an obsolete block consists of unexpired transactions, LiTichain
restores and attaches the unexpired blocks to the latest block. Subsequently, LiTichain
formulates a graph congruent with the block end-time order, wherein the child block
possesses a shorter lifespan than that of the parent block. To maintain block consistency,
every block header comprises two reference hashes, namely the prevHash of the former
block and the Parent BlockHash of the parent block, in the graph. Although certain blocks
would be erased, the remaining blocks remain in connection with one another. Remov-
ing expired blocks would minimize the percentage of honest blocks in the chain, while
compromising the chain quality and common prefixes. Moreover, LiTiChain could not
effectively sustain block consistency as the deletion process would negatively impact previ-
ous and upcoming transactions, which might pose security vulnerabilities. For instance,
malevolent nodes could effortlessly perform double spending and transaction forgery on
blocks legally removed from the series. LiTiChain is also vulnerable to the DoS attack as
the removed block hashes would not be stored, therefore leading to low chain traceability
and integrity. Matzutt et al. [100] suggested a snapshot method, which was CoinPrune, to
minimize blockchain size in optimizing the storage and bandwidth criteria. CoinPrune
generates a snapshot for constant intervals, such as every 10,000 blocks, which contains
block headers and serialized UTXOs in a group of pruned blocks. The snapshot is openly
broadcasted to be authenticated within a period. If the authentication process exceeds
the stipulated threshold, the snapshot is regarded as genuine and would be subsequently
accepted. Contrarily, the snapshot is considered invalid, and the pruning process would be
postponed when the threshold was not satisfied. The latest joining nodes necessitate only
the validated snapshot and several complete blocks to be concurrent with the system. Coin-
Prune could decrease the required device storage and synchronization period, although
continuous pruning could render a costly overhead. As data are not entirely removed
from the blockchain, CoinPrune enables pertinent resolutions in preventing certain nodes
from storing improper information in local devices. The CoinPrune nodes generating the
blockchain via the snapshot technique are comparable to the lightweight counterparts in
requiring complete nodes to store the entire blockchain. As such, blockchain consistency
and security are ensured when decentralization is facilitated with all nodes composed
of a low network percentage. Resultantly, pruning is a feasible approach to performing
redaction, which serves as a high-interest research topic.

8. Comparisons and Discussion

Blockchain data redaction studies have been started by using the [61] proposal, which
has been the core for the aftercoming suggestions. This section is dedicated to compar-
ing applied implementation challenges and security properties for previously analyzed
literature respectively for chameleon based, as illustrated in Table 4, and non-chameleon
redaction mechanisms in Table 5. The discussion below illustrates the advantages and dis-
advantages of the proposed methods in both the chameleon and non-chameleon approaches
analyzed above.
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Table 4. Chameleon redaction mechanism challenge comparisons.
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Table 5. Non-chameleon redaction approaches challenges comparisons.
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9. Open Challenges and Future Research Direction

Recent advancements in designing mutable blockchains are still immature, and con-
sequent modeling redaction techniques require further investigations. This section is
dedicated to enriching interested researchers’ knowledge and shaping future research
direction through open issues listed below:

� Permissionless settings. Permissioned and consortium blockchain concepts have
adopted most of the proposed solutions where permissionless settings remain a
challenge due to their openness and unrestricted characteristics and, hence, it is still
unclear how to solve chameleon-based redaction in public blockchain. However, there
are several suggestions for a non-chameleon method which proved to be inefficient
due to time overhead. Non-chameleon is out of the scope of this research.

� Redaction exceptional circumstances. Redaction in total is a delicate case due to
violating major blockchain immutability features. The balance requires special
supplements, and careful procedures in order to succeed in redaction without
any contradiction.

� Revocation scalability consequences. Centralization revoking mechanisms lack effi-
ciency and effectiveness. Consequently, it overwhelmingly poses cost, time, commu-
nication overhead and even other equipment that might be required.

� Trapdoor key exposure. The trapdoor key is the main weakness of the chameleon
hashing function; meanwhile, the entire collision being indistinguishable relies on
its secrecy.

� Revocation centralization authorities. Studies in the current domain have employed
central authorities to perform redaction; however, centralization is considered a
drawback and decentralization is highly recommended.

� Punishment methodologies. Punishment has been replaced by accountability where
violators remain safe without any further actions taken against them.

� IOT-based redaction in blockchain performance. Scalability is an ineffective factor
due to a lack of blockchain redaction in the IoT domain wherein performance criteria
are still low due to edge device limitations not being considered. According to au-
thentic requirements, blockchain-based IOT/IIOT designs cannot provide networking
resources. Current designs mainly suffer from a dispute among network resources,
security, and redaction.
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� The balance between accountability and anonymity. Privacy is a legal right to pre-
serve identity concealment. Proposals mainly prioritize accountability over personal
privacy. However, GDPR legislation strictly states that hidden identities must be
maintained which is acutely confronted by the recent redaction mechanisms concepts.

� Rewriting flexibility limiting. Absolute power offered to the rewriting modifiers
sabotaged data integrity and confined rewriting abilities to themselves.

� Redactor granting privileges agreement. The cooperation between owners and mod-
ifiers demands prearranged agreements.

� Collusion resistance: Colluding must be prevented due to illegal privilege accu-
mulation among different colluded, revoked users who are willing to either access
authentic data or try to falsely redact data.

� Consistency preservation: Redacted chain stability remains a major obstacle in de-
signing any redaction mechanism. Removal operation performed after storing transac-
tion/block state prior redaction in the current proposal’s methods is as yet vulnerable
due to verifications and transaction chain failure.

10. Conclusions

The current study aimed to investigate blockchain redaction concepts which emerge
as an urgent need to legally violate immutability features due to blockchain technology em-
ployment in the wide business sector. Immutability ensures data persistence once approved
and published. Current scenarios include adding illicit content that is essentially permitted
according to the nature of public blockchain, where immutability becomes an issue that
cannot be removed from the blockchain conceptual architecture. Mutability was suggested
as an alternative solution to immutability to be applied under special circumstances and
highly monitored atmosphere to remove malicious added content; however, it remains
difficult to be achieved. The latter has attracted both academia and industry to invest
in this research direction to increase blockchain growth effectiveness, wherein several
suggested hypotheses were deployed in order to solve previously mentioned drawbacks
without effecting either security or scalability. The state of the art is thoroughly analyzed in
this paper as it has been classified based on chameleon-based and non-chameleon-based
redactable blockchain mechanisms. Non-chameleon suffers mainly from poor efficiency,
while chameleon based keeps better efficiency records but at certain domains, such as
IoT sectors, its efficiency still needs more enhancements. Future directions must focus
on chameleon hash based on its simplicity and it does not add any complication to the
blockchain architecture; rather, no certain requirements need to be amended in blockchain
infrastructure. However, key exposure, blockchain type and cryptographic methods used
must be noted extensively in order to establish balanced solutions among traditionally
conflicted security and efficiency.
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Appendix A

Table A1. List of acronyms.

Abbreviation Description

CH Chameleon Hash Function

PKE Public Key Encryption

ABE Attribute Base Encryption

TCH Threshold Chameleon Hash

DS Digital Signature

ZR Zero Knowledge Proof

TTCH Threshold Trapdoor Chameleon Hash

MA_ABE Multi Authority Attribute Base Encryption

TEE Trusted Execution Environment

DGS Digital Group Signature

TUCH Time Update Chameleon Hash

CHCT Chameleon Hash Changeable Trapdoor

MTRA Meta Transaction Base Redactable Approach

CVRA Consensus Voting Base Redaction Approach

PRA Pruning Base redaction Approach

P Permissioned Blockchain (Privat Blockchain)

PL Permissionless Blockchain (Public Blockchain)

CP Consortium Blockchain

BL Block Level

TL Transaction Level

TFL Transaction Field Level

DLP Discrete Logarithm Problem

CDHP Computational Diffie Hillman Problem

SXDH Standard Symmetric External Diffie Hillman

SIS Small Integer Solution

DLIN Decision Linear Assumption

DPDH Decisional Bilinear Diffie Hillman
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